FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENT
Information contained in this presentation is the property of Tautachrome Inc. (TTCM or the “Company”). This presentation does not constitute, or form part of, any offer or invitation to
sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase any securities in the Company, nor shall it, or the fact of its communication, form the basis of, or be relied upon
in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into, any contract or commitment whatsoever with respect to such securities. The communication of this presentation in or to
persons in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons who may receive communication of this presentation should inform themselves about, and observe, any such
restrictions in advance of communication to them of this presentation. No securities exchange or affiliated service provider has reviewed or accepts responsibility for the adequacy or
accuracy of the content of this presentation.
The material contained in this presentation is provided solely for your general knowledge and is not intended to be a comprehensive review of all matters and developments
concerning TTCM or its affiliates. The Company has taken all reasonable care in producing the information contained in this presentation. This information may contain technical or
other inaccuracies, omissions, or typographical errors, for which TTCM assumes no responsibility. TTCM makes no representation or warranty regarding, and assumes no responsibility
for, the use, validity, accuracy, completeness, reliability or currency of any claims, statements or information in this presentation.
To the extent permitted by law, TTCM and its employees, agents, affiliates and consultants exclude all liability for any loss or damage arising from the use of, or reliance on, any such
information, whether or not caused by any negligent act or omission. Statements in this presentation other than purely historical information, including statements relating to TTCM’s
future plans, objectives or expected results, constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of the U.S. federal securities laws. Forward-looking statements are based on
numerous assumptions and are subject to the risks and uncertainties inherent in TTCM’s business, including risks inherent in early to development stage start-up ventures. These may
include the state of global mARket conditions, the ability of the Company to identify and acquire key assets, the nature of potential business acquisitions, capital expenditures, the

successful development of technologies, currency fluctuations, government policy and regulation, geopolitical uncertainty and environmental regulation. As a result, actual results may
vary materially from those described in the forward-looking statements. TTCM disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statements.

This presentation was prepared to assist interested parties in making their own assessment of TTCM and its business plans and does not purport to contain all of the information that
a prospective investor may desire. In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the Company, its assets and the information provided in this
presentation. Any-and-all statements, forecasts, projections, and estimates contained in this presentation are based on management’s current knowledge and no representation or

warranty is made as to their accuracy and/or reliability.

ARknet is where anyone can create, curate, monetize and
syndicate AR Experiences.
Tautachrome Inc. is a publicly traded technology development company, OTC:TTCM in

the internet applications space, uniquely exploiting the technologies of the Augmented
Reality (AR) sector, the smartphone trusted imagery sector and the crypto currency and
NFT fintech sectors with granted and pending patents in all these sectors.
The Company’s “Arknet platform” uses AR interfacing for user social interactions as well
as for businesses selling to consumers where this selling is supported by high-speed
blockchain transactions plus our own internal XAR crypto currency making for fast,
fraud free transactions.

ARknet is a Tautachrome, Inc. OTC:TTCM Company.
1846 East Innovation Park Drive
Oro Valley, AZ 85755
United States
(520) 318-5578
www.tautachrome.com

Anything can be an ARk
An ARk is a universal way for people to interact with each
other through the medium of user created, user owned
and user geo-located augmented reality interfaces “ARks.”
An ARk is an interactive digital object placed into the world
we see, and can be anything; interactive life experienced
through augmented reality.

We are creating the Thriving AR Economic Complex on
the ARknet Platform.
Earths’ Digital Layer.

Delivery: the Future, the Now
AR Glasses (Tomorrow)
AR smart glasses are wearable computer-capable glasses that
add extra information, ideally 3D images and information such
as animations and videos, to the user's real-world scenes by
overlaying the computer-generated or digital information on

the users real-world. These glasses will revolutionize situational
awareness and communication for users.
We are building infrastructure for the now on mobile, in
preparation for the tomorrow on Smart Glasses.

Delivery Today. Smart Phone AR-2022 6.5B Phones
(89% of the world)
Smart phones are ubiquitous today. Anyone with a smart
phone can easily create ARks today with ARknet.

ARk Examples
An ARk is a digital item that is shared from one-to-one, one-to-few, or one-to-many. The
ARk creator decides how it is shared. The ARk can be geolocated, triggered by an image,
link or event. There are infinite examples of ARks. Here are a few;

Sell
Digital Twin of Real Assets to explore anywhere
Digital Landmarks
ARk Statue of a Johnny Cash in Downtown Nashville

There already exists a digital layer over our earth relating

Real Time Game Stats

data to locations: think Google maps, Tesla’s Road Overlays,

Watch a sporting event with real time data overlays

thousands of Pokémon Go and, Yelps Store front Reviews, a

Advertisements

Jeff Koons Balloon Dog in Central Park, he Rollings Stones

Advertisements you can interact with

AR Gorilla on Big Ben and now millions of ARks. This

Donations

incredible ecosystem is growing by millions of new digital

ASPCA is at Petco, you can click and donate instantly

assets everyday. Soon you will have a universal way to

Navigation

experience all of these with AR Glasses from Apple, Meta,

Directions, Flight Times, Ski Trails, Friend in a crowd, food

Google and many more companies entering the market.

Walkthrough Store
A true to life size Vans Shoe store you launch with real products you can buy and

interact with in the middle of the park.

A diverse Ecosystem for the Future Of Earth’s Digital Overlay

Thriving AR Economic Complex
In the new universe of consumer AR activity enabled by our Platform, the bother of lifting the phone to interact with AR is not a bother. It
is how the activity works and is the generator of the action.
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Developer
Network

ARknet Team
XAR Wallet

Crypto

XAR Cryptocurrency is integrated into every facet
of the ARknet ecosystem

Patents

This universe is the activation of consumers in the deployment of AR
Tautachrome
Servers

objects of their own for fun, usefulness and profit, and the engagement of
providers of every kind to support and profit from this consumer activity.
Ecosystem

ARknet is the great facilitator enabling the complete ecosystem. Here we

are showing our long-term vision for the future.
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ARk Marketplace
Distributed Ledger ARknet AR

Advertisers

XAR Coin
Earn XAR with every action
Adding ARks, buying ARks, selling, creating, sharing, trading other coins are all
actions that earn users XAR.

Every ARk is minted as an NFT on XAR
Every ARk, Image, item for sale, Art piece, metaverse game character,
location is also an NFT.

Tokenomics of XAR
Every transaction, including payouts and earning pool funds back into coin
holders wallet. This is increasing the coins’ liquidity. Holders can trade for
BTC, ETH and others on our crypto XAR wallet.
• Users are rewarded XARs for using the app, and for contributing to the
community.
• Advertisers pay XARs to have their ads shown to users.
• App developers are paid in XARs for app downloads and use
• Industrial partners pay for licensing ARknet for business use.

XAR Wallet
Manage Your ARks Collections
Our XAR Wallet, Crypto Exchange and Marketplace

Manage your XAR Holdings
Check your earnings, sell or exchange, cash out

Cryptocurrency Exchange
Buy, sell and Trade other Cryptocurrency

NEO Bank
Our XAR Wallet is a NEO bank platform bridging cash

commerce, XAR and Cryptocurrency in one place

NFT Management
We enable a metaverse-linked NFT marketplace and

provide wallet management,

ARk Marketplace
The ARk Marketplace enables anyone to purchase,
create, trade and share their ARk collections and
NFT’s from anywhere.
Every ARk is minted as an NFT on the XAR coin, This
is why our ARk marketplace is also an NFT
Marketplace.

Global Augmented Reality (AR) and
Virtual Reality (VR) 2021-2025
$162.71 ($B)
(*researchandmarkets.com)

Growth in 2021 25.13% Increase

“AR could become so essential that it will be as
much a part of a user's day as eating three meals a
day.“
MARK ZUCKERBERG, META CEO

CAGR ACCELLERATION of 46%

18.22 Billion Smart Phones globally by 2025
AR/VR Software in Billions by 2025
A Military
Engineering
Healthcare
Education
Real Estate
Retail
Video Entertainment
Live Events
Video Games

TIM COOK Apple CEO

$1.40 bn
$4.70 bn
$5.10 bn
$0.70 bn
$2.60 bn
$1.60 bn
$3.20 bn
$4.10 bn
$11.60 bn

(Goldman Sachs Global Investments Research)

Augmented Reality is a technology that superimposes a computer-generated
image on a user's view of the real world, thus providing a composite view.

“Virtual reality (augmented Reality) was once the
dream of science fiction. But the internet was also
once a dream, and so were computers and
smartphones. The future is coming.”
Ori Inbar, Founder AugmentedReality.org

“Augmented Reality Will Change Every Aspect of
Life and Work”

A Note from the CEO
Key Leadership
Tautachrome is engaged in the development of advanced internet technologies in the Augmented Reality (AR) sector,
the smartphone trusted imagery sector and the crypto currency and NFT fintech sectors with granted and pending
patents in all these sectors. The Company has completed development of a thoroughly integrated mobile commerce
platform, the ARknet platform and its apps. We fully expect our work to change the world.
And I believe that our ultimate gift to the world will be an ARknet platform that is a bedrock entity in Web 3.0, the
emerging internet advance aiming to globally deploy open, permissionless and implicitly trustful networks. In Web 3.0,
people, machines and businesses will be positioned to trade value, information and work with global counterparties
they don’t know. This innovation will allow providers to explode with solutions and production able to address and
actually fix our world’s most acute challenges such as sustainability, finance and health.
This is a big deal, and we shall be mighty proud to be an energizing part of it.

Dr. Jon Leonard
CEO/Director
Founder & CEO at BPM
Technology, Inc (the first 3-D
modelers) and at CALMEC,
(molecular switching).
Director of counterterrorism
technology at Raytheon.
Numerous patents
jon@tautachrome.com

No, Web 3.0 is not yet cooked and out of the oven. But the ARknet platform is cooked, sliced and being served.
The ARknet platform right now is able to host consumers and their social interaction and businesses selling to those
consumers, all facilitated by advanced 3D augmented reality interfaces. In addition, we intend to deploy high-speed
blockchain technologies in support of frictionless sales, including supporting the creation and sale of blockchain
tokens (NFTs) representing users’ unique digital creations.

-Dr. Jon Leonard

STRENGTH
ARKnet has highly experienced

leadership.

OPPORTUNITIES
We seek to partner with key
organization's to enable their legacy
systems with the Advancements from the
ARknet platform. This will provide rapid
scale and capital.

S W
O T

WEAKNESS
It is very expensive to develop a platform

of this size, additional capital will expedite
our market expansion and development.

THREATS
Competition is growing in the race for
Metaverse domination. We believe that
there is massive attention on NFT’s for
gaming and Metaverse development,
taking focus away from the growth in the

AR sector needed to push along AR
glasses.

$50M PPM on S1,
Use of Proceeds

Development

50%

Operations

30%
ARk Designs

10%
Crypto/Blockchain

10%

:TTCM
We are working forward to build shareholder value through
targeted growth of our technology properties. Through
additional mergers and acquisitions, we plan to see
additional expansion of our core business. We plan to uplist to OTCQB fully reporting in late 2022.

Shares on the Float:

3.37B

Shares Outstanding:

4.2B

3 Month Average Daily Volume:

3,370,000

Shares Held by Insiders:

21.82%

$.024

4.24B

52 Week High

Billion Shares Outstanding

:TTCM

Contact Details
Office Hours
Monday – Thursday
08:00 – 17:00

1846 East Innovation Park Drive
Oro Valley, AZ 85755

(520) 318-5578
info@tautachrome.com

www.tautachrome.com
www.ARknet.app

